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Abstraď
rne prglt31n of weaaing,at high rates appeared at'ter manufacture of weazting machines u.::
up to 1600 rea.p.m. A disagreement in the opinion of weazlers about uhether looms work ,

worse at higher frequencies can b,e explained on the basic of the dynamic theory of weat ir:1 -,
paper the equilibrium between the determining quantity for a gioen ueft deisity, the h::.---*:y
beat-up force and the ,,delizlered,, 

action impulses proiiáed by-the tooň mechaiisms is ,:';:,'

t,::r::y: rr:n't,s gÍ aiew. Thmrďically t'or e72h weft densiíy the loom will always r:eaci. ',

*:o:::,: y:,|, i,: inner autocontrol abilities. Nea.eríheless'wžaaing resistance, u,:í,g, p,,..',n
the ýz':en s.ystem warp-fabric, 

'increases 
with the beat-up t'requenfi independLntfuioit :.-:

loom and the wea'z'leabi|ity of higher wet't densities becomis more dfficuh' Ťh, *oi,"Io., ,,,..,
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these et'fects are discussed. The trend to build more productir:e weaaing machines tead, to ,r,l- --
eÍtt'es or conceptions of the mechanism, which may generate urtain iiregularities or insta!....::*,

loom and the weaz.teability of higher wet't densities becomes more

well'as.non-'linear properties of the system. Somě of the problems aň discussed i, u,i,.',|},
Predbtion of these eoentualities eoents represent a new t'ield of study in the dynamics ,y u,:rr-'.,

Machine productivity increase - usual-
|y realízeď via increased working rates
- causes new problems which cannot
be solved by higher levels of sophisti-
cation only. These problems demand
basic studies and fundamental techni-
cal solutions to the production sys-
tems of yarns and \ /oven or knitted
fabrics, studies of dynamics of mecha-
nisms and research ínto the interac-
tion between the machine and the
product, analysing the influence of in-
creased working rates on product
quality, etc. One of the principal prob-
lems regarding high weaving speeds
within the important field of fabric
forming is the tendency of rapid
looms to lose their pov/er to weave
higher weft densities-- in other words,
the loss of weaveability.

ez.d

ffi Loss of Weaveability with
W Loom Bevolutions' lncrease
The main reason for the loss of rre:r'e-
ability is the growth of weft resist-cm
against pushing the weft into the :"ur-
ric, or so-called weaving resista:.:g.
The weaving resistancJ can be .:-
proximately expressed by the e_-_;-
tion (1) (see also Figure 1)

(4"- AL)-(A,* A)

where:
( - path of pushing the weÍt into re

fabric (weft slide);
f - friction coefficient of weft on I\-aÍ;
Au - inserting position of weft;
A - weft distance, corresponding u:::l

weft densiý (A:1'/D,);
D, - weft density;

't..- - "close" distance weft to weft.

The friction dependance on spee.1 _s
rendered by a simple expression:

f = fo+9rv

kfkfp:

ffi'lntroduction
l'ermanent upgrading of the perfor-
m.ance oÍ weaving machines is a part
of aulonomically advancing progress
in technology. Át the same time it also
is a result of competition between in-
dividual machine producers.
Furthermore, business competition is
becoming sharper nowadays due to
the economic recession prevailing in
almost every industrial branch, in_
cludiňg textiIes. A positive result of
this situation is aň acceleration of
technical deyelopment in all areas.
New inventións in one tjianch affect
the technical level in the others. This
creates an effect of mutual feedbacks.
Out of this "environmental influence',
arjses - also in textiles - a permanent
advance toward more sophistlcated
production systems, showing in-
creased output, increased range of ap_
plicability, and increased atiendaňt
comfort. Ne.vertheless, the tendency
to increased machine outputs is th'e
prevailing tendency.
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Resistance of yarns against deform:-
tion during their weaving-in into the
fabric behaves similarly; only its intlr-
ence on the weaving resislance r_
lower by practically one order tha:-
that of friction. Wéaving resistanc.
(WR), therefore, depeňds on the
course (speed) of beat-up pulse y1t .

The pulse can be given-in a simple
form of half a sinusoidal curve (ttris
holds for rigid beat-up mechanisms
with swinging beam) with the substi-
tuting beat-up frequency co-. Main
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Figure 1. Scheme of wet't inserting in t'abric.
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The curves represent sort of loading
characteristics of the loom's beating
mechanism. The load is being brought
perioďcally by the fabric during beafup.

Figure 2. Equations of t'orce equilibrium during beat-up

"Delivered" !mpulse
of Beat-up Force Imparted
to the Fabric by Beat-up
Mechanism of Loom
(Active Beat-up lmpulse)

The impulse lI.l necessary for a given
weft density D, has to be covered by
an equally high beat-up impulse H
imparted to the fabric by the swinging
reed. The imparted " actle" impulse is
produced first on account of the
reed's own momentum mv^, thus the
reed acts as a "hammer" an'd, second-
ly, on account of the mechanism's de-
formation coxo; the mechanism acts
then as a,,présš,,:

where Á(mvo) is the transmitted mo-
mentum oť reed and of attached
mechanism, coxo being the elasticity
constant of ttie beat-up mechanism,
multiplied by its own deformation (by
the deformation force). For active beat-
up impulse and steady run of loom

I tl L /,\-T-
H = K"lvaT, ' \l ' '-P'3 

= H- (6)
' a oT' Jl+ a"T"

where |y| can be expressed ás a part
of an approximately harmonic reed
movement in the form either of:

,."""*i

quantities of the beat-up process i.e.
the course oÍ sliding ((t) and the
rreaving resistance R(t) or beat-up
torce F"(t) : R(t) can be determined
|rom tlie equations of Íorce equilibri-
um during beat-up. (Figure 2 present-
ed herein)

These are transition curves with maxi-
mums lI land lR l, shifted against the
p'eak of y(t) backword or forward by
angles Yr. The quantities T, (and later
urfl T2, T3, Tn), represent certain time
;onstants of the process of weft slid-
rng into fabric, with forces arising, etc.

-\n important quantity which is yield-
ed by these equations is the maximum
value of weaving resistance
Rl(:MWR) which has been reached

"luring the beat-up at a prescribed
;liding |( |of weÍt into the fabric. This
indicates the difficulty of weaving of a

Šiven fabric pattern.

llhough the maximum of WR is a
property of the given fabric structure,
ít is not constant. It increases with fab-
ric density Dr= lq l, as well as with
reat-up frequency rrr". The increase of
\ÍWR with growin} rop, i.e. the in.
-rease of quantity R maybe calculated
nom the equilibrium equations. The
:orresponding beat-up lift of reed lyl
- the so-called cloth fell distance -
raries at the same time, proportionally
:o weaving resistance.

On the contrary, by maintaining the
l ďues |y I of cloth fell distance theo-
:etically unchanged, lower values of

=Iiďngs would appear after the beat-
up frequency olo increase.

TtLis may become apparent in transi-
tion processes with varying loom
speed after stopping. Then, the loom
l.las not,,ťime enough', to improve the
Joth fell position and to change the
beat-up pulse ly l, and thus to gain
the necessary beat-up force. So called
-.top marks then appear in the fabric
rrith varýng weft density.
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(4)

H(n,r,) = tqL(mv )+ k,t c,x,(t)dt (5)
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ffi The lmputse JfpAt of Beat-up

ffi Force as a DeteÍminator
ffi oÍ Weft Density
It turns out that when producing a
given weft density the fabric "con-
sumes" a certain impulse of beat-up
force

r 17,^,: .r + (D;t 
3'

ltrl= ) F,r{rtdt =l(tar,! ,,, ,o -p'l

For fabric structure in the weft direc-
tion the impulse lla I of beat-up force is
a determining parameter. At low
weaving rates, it varies with loom rev-
olutions (n). But at higher weaving
rates, as occur in today's up-to-date
looms, the impulse necessary for the
requested densiý D' does not depend
on beat-up frequency ctlD any more.
(See Figu re 3 where the curves
11,(ro") lremain flat to the right from a
certáin critical beat-up frequency
o""rt : l/Ta).
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Figure 3. Bealup t'orce impulse ztersus beat-up t'requency.
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Figure 4. System of masses and compliances ý the loom

ly = ,(l - cos z'vo ) 
(')

or

,1=,(r-::U!'l ,tl' ( 60a,)

Yo - relative duration of the beat-up
purse.

Putting this in the expression (6) we
obtain the levels of active beat-uo im-
pulses, either at constant beat-up du-
ration Yo T. (i.e. Hy(toe)) or at con-
stant machine revblutions n
(i.e. H"(ro")). These levels are also plot-
ted in Figure 3. They represent now in
fact frequency characteristics of the
machine as a source of exciting signal
for the group \ /arp-\ /eft-fabric.

We can determine a set of parameters
of the fabric forming process for a
"working point P" defined by given
values of weft sliding l( | (corre-
sponding to prescribed densities Dr)
and machine revoluťions (n): further,
the necessary impulse of force
116 | : Hs; relative beat-up duration
V r: TdTr; beat-up frequency oo, and
the heíght of the beat-up pulse Iy|.
We can read what occurs after a change
of machine tours or of the beat-up du-
ration (after a change of cloth fell posi
tion) and even the course of varýng
of weft slidings into fabric after stop-
ping and restarting the loom (see
marked path P-S-A).

This holds for comparatively rigid
beat-up mechanisms without complia-
bility in the links and without back-
lashes in the bearings. For compliable
mechanisms the active beat-up im-
pulses H., H* are different depending
on the system configuration.

aoaa

ffi Influence of Beat-up
ffi Mechanism Gompliance
When the beat-up mechanism is not
rigid enough (as is the case of today's
weaving machines), the course of
beating pulse y(t) gets distorted due to
additional vibrations of the beat-uo
mechanism. Then the simple equa-
tions 7 and 8 do not hold any more
and are replaced by much more com-
plicated ones.

The general situation as regards this
alternative is evident from the dia-
gram in Figure 4. It shows the distrib-
ution of main compliances, elasticities,
and masses of the loom. Further on,
an inner autocontrol feedback works
in the system which changes the cloth
Íell position y automatically, and, con-
sequently, it changes the actual value
of active beat-up impulse so that the
weft densitv D" is held close to the
standard te.r-et O, according to the fab-
ric take-up. This feedback is nonlinear
and makes the problem a little
complicated. In fact, it can sometimes
bring into the weaving process a sort
of unstable or even a little chaotic be-
haviour (periodically or even random-
ly varying weft densities, fluctuating
weaving-in of weft, instabiliý of fabric
borders, etc.). The problem of nonlin-
ear reed vibrations can be solved on
the basis of a fictious circuit with the
,,flow,, oÍ forces in the loops instead of
currents, and deformations in knot-
ting points as potentials. The circuit
consists of two loops, one of them rep-
resenting excited swingings of the
reed, and the other representing the
,,|oaďing, of the 1st loop by the beat-
up resistance. The load is applied peri-
odically in short time sections, which
are, of course, controlled by a feed-
back from the actually reached weft
densiý.

Practica! Solutions
of Beat-up lntensity
lmprovement at High
Weaving Frequencies

Light- and, thereÍore, usually compli.
able - beat-up mechanisms, designed
for today's high machine revolutions
(from 1000 to 1600 rev/min) can onlv
with difficulty fulfill the need for
maintaining rather high beat-up in-
tensities for higher fabric densities.
The natural struggle of inner autocon-
trol abilities of the machine-fabric sys-
tem týng to manage this task usuďlv
takes place on account of the increase
of high beat-up lift of reed y and of
enlarging the so-called cloth fell dis-
tance (called the process of "growing
of cloth fell into the shed"). The in-
creased beat-up lift can then create a
suitable beat-up force Fo and a suffi-
cient impulse Hu. Yet, bn the other
hand, it sometiňes causes a higher
number of end-downs and the ma-
chine efficiency decreases.

Top lines of weaving machines,
shown in the last ITMA (leťs call them
"Formulas 1"), solved this problem for
the purpose of exhibition mostly bv
weaving only light articles with lon-
densities or by using positive back
rests improúng (with effort) the beat-
up Pfocess.

ffi Exploitation of Backrest
ffi Resonance Vibrations
ffi to Beat-up lntensification
A conventional sprung backrest (SBR)
swings, in the rhythm of a loom's
weaving cycles, round a certain level
given by the average deflection
caused by basic warp tension Q. Wiťh
increasing weaving frequency ro, the
amplitude of swingings increases until

Impulse transfer t'unction of beat-up
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Figure 5.
pulse.
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Figure 6. Et'fects of beat-up timing and of backrest damping depending on weaoing frequency.

reaching the resonance. At the same
time the swings get phase shifted (de-
layed). At low frequencies, the swing-
ing proceeds in the same phase with
the reed. The SBR deflections then
make the warp ends loose at the peri-
od of beat-up and, consequently, the
beat-up weakens.

Above the resonance frequency o,, the
SBR gets into opposite swingings ac-
cording to the reed. Beat-up intensity
should then unambiguously increase.

Yet, the problem is not as simple as de-
scribed. The response y, of SBR on
warp tensioning splits into two parts -
response y"o on practically harmonic
warp elongation caused by shed open-
ing, and response y.o on periodic puls-
es of the reed y(t). Whereas the transfer
function of the first Íesponse is quite
conventionď, the respoňse on bea1-up
pulses is more complicated. After each
beat-up, the SBR gets into faded vibra-
ťions on its own frequency Q,. Each
new cycle starts new vibrations, with
the addition of some residual swing-
ings from the previous beat-ups.

The resulting transfer function of
beat-up pulses represents a transfer of
a whole ,,historý, of previous oscilla-
tions of SBR caused by preúous beat-
uPs.

The characteristics of this impulse
transfer function are contained in
Figure 5. The function has a noncon-
ventional wavering course caused by
composition of residual oscillations
from previous beat-ups. These resid-
ual oscillations come to the start of a
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new beat-up either in phase or out of
phase depending on immediate beat-
up duration Yo (or on immediate
weaving frequéncy). Accordingly,
they will then be either added or sub-
stracted, alternately or even random-
lv. in accordance with the fluctuations
óf loom speed.

The beat-up force Fo is caused in fact
by the sum of ďl warp elongations oc-
curing at the moment tp of beat-uP,
when the cloth fell is in'contact with
the reed. The sum of the elongations is

.: i
r,(t,)= y(t,)+ r,(,,)-1t,,(t,)+ y,(t,)] tsl

y(t") - \ /arp elongation caused by the' beat-up pulse y(t)

\(to) - shedding elongation of warP
xo(t)

y,o(to) - swings of SBR as response to' shedding elongation y(t)
y."(t") - swings of SBR as response to

beat-up pulse y(t).

Individual elongadons y(t), x6(t), y,r(t),
y,o(t) are simple harmonic' functions
wíth frequencies either (weaving fre-
quency) or trlr = GJZT,) (beat-up fre-
quency). The elongatiohs possess cer-
tain phase shiftings at the instant of
beat-up. The quantities along equa-
tion t have therefore to be summed
together vectorwise.

As the amplitudes and phase angles
vary with the weaving frequency q,
the resulting vector x, varies, too.
AÍter proper funing of the free vibra-
tion frequency í). and damping (, the
total warp elongation at the beat-up
can produce very interesting vaiues,

higher than the elongation lyl pro-
vided solely by the beat-up pulse. The
deciding part of the vector x, is its real
part Rex' which represents the effec-
tive beat-up elongation. This is plotted
in Figure 6, a anď b. It is obvious here
that there are situations where the
total warp elongation at the moment
of beat-up is significantly higher than
without the influence of excited back-
rest swinging. That could basically im-
prove the weaving process, without
the need of a positive back-rest dri-
ving mechanism.

Nevertheless, it is important to em-
phasize, that with othér combinations
of values c'lt, C)r, the swingings of back-
rest can fall into coincidence with the
beat-up. This event then could weak-
en the acťing of reed, maybe even to
zero.

The problem has not yet been solved
technically in a sufficient way. But at
least, this short analysis of backrest be-
haviour may introduce a new view
into the process and gives some expla-
nation of effects sometimes noticed in
practice. It may show some new v/ays
in designing and studying the weav-
ing systems in order to obtain higher
and better properties of weaving ma-
chines in the future.

Editorial note:

Ihe rbsues dlscussed in this article were present-

ed on the IMTEX'93 Conference 25-26 March
|993, t.ódž, Poland

a Beceived 28.1 2.1 994, Beviewed 24.03.1 993
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